
SC Training Elective

Neurodiversity and 
Universal Design for 
Learning at SUP



What kinds of disabilities might we 
see at SUP? How might they look?

Training Agenda

01
Disabilities at SUP

Learn the theory of Universal Design 
for Learning

02
What is UDL?

Practical examples of how UDL can 
fit into a classroom and roleplay!

03
How to Use UDL?

Practice teaching a lesson that 
incorporates UDL!

04
Roleplay



Do Now

Take 30 seconds to read the following text to yourself. 
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Activity adapted from a prior PBHA training entitled “Special Needs Training”



Debrief

● How did you feel during this task?
● What were some of the things that made the reading task 

difficult?
● What were some of the things you did that helped you to read this 

passage?
● What could I as the “teacher” have done better? 

Activity adapted from a prior PBHA training entitled “Special Needs Training”



Actual Passage

I suspect that children with learning disabilities must frequently 
experience an “Alice in Wonderland” existence. Often we find that they 
must cope with an unstable world, inconsistent adults and haphazard 
perceptions. They're confused by crazy symbols we give them, 
pressured by the length of time in which to do it and frustrated by 
repeated failures. They do not learn the traditional way, so we must 
teach them differently.

Activity adapted from a prior PBHA training entitled “Special Needs Training”



What is a 
Disability?
Do you know the difference between a visible vs invisible 
disability?
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ADHD
Common symptoms include: difficulty paying attention in class, 
forgetfulness, squirming/fidgeting, impulsive behavior (act without 
thinking), careless mistakes, difficulty sharing & getting along with others

What Kinds of Disabilities Might we See at SUP?

A developmental disability that causes people to “behave, communicate, 
interact and learn in ways that are different than most other people.” While 
ASD is a spectrum, common symptoms include: avoiding eye contact, 
difficulty engaging in conversation, repetitive movements, ritualistic 
behavior, delayed language skills, hyperfixation on specific subjects

Autism Spectrum Disorder

Include dyslexia (difficulty with reading), dyscalculia (difficulty with 
math/numbers), dysgraphia (difficulty with writing)

Learning Disabilities

All information adapted from the Center for Disease Control website



Remember: a diagnosis does not define a person. 
Diagnoses can help individuals gain access to a 
range special services and supports that help 
them succeed, but ultimately no two people with 

same diagnosis are identical.



How Might a Disability Manifest?

Disabilities commonly impact one or more of the following areas:
1. Academics
2. Behavior
3. Social Skills

● How might a disability (ADHD, ASD, learning disability, or any other 
disability) impact these three areas?

● What are the consequences of difficulties in these areas in a SUP 
context?

● Can you think of any other areas a disability may impact?



Universal Design for 
Learning02



What is UDL?

● Universal Design for Learning is a framework characterized by 
curricula that “include a range of options for accessing, using, and 
engaging with learning materials – recognizing that no single option 
will work for all students”

● A classroom that follows UDL facilitates inclusion of all types of 
learners, including those with disabilities

What do you think are the benefits and drawbacks of employing UDL 
at SUP?

All information and quotes taken from “Providing New Access to the General Curriculum: Universal Design for Learning.” 
by Chuck Hitchcock et al.



How Might UDL Be Implemented at SUP?

Handout created by CAST



How Might UDL Be Implemented at SUP?

Excerpts taken from “Providing New Access to the General Curriculum: Universal Design for Learning.” by Chuck Hitchcock et al.

Read these two examples of 
UDL in pairs and discuss!



Examples of UDL

Watch this video!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCHTxTfkBsU


Group Brainstorm Time!

How do you see UDL actualizing in your 
classroom and your curriculum?

We’ll write up your ideas on the whiteboard in the front and 
send you all a photo afterwards!



Roleplay

1. Pick a topic that you’ve already planned a curriculum for or that 
you’re just really excited to teach

2. Using the ideas from our group brainstorm, take ten minutes to think 
about how you would differentiate that lesson with UDL

3. Then find a partner a practice teaching each other your lesson! 
4. We’ll take 15 minutes to do the roleplay, so make sure to switch 

roles in the middle!



Roleplay Debrief

● How did that feel?
● What parts of your lesson were easy to differentiate with UDL?
● What parts were more challenging?
● How do you foresee yourself employing UDL during SUP?
● What wonderings about UDL do you still have?
● Are there any more support resources that would be helpful to you?



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 
infographics & images by Freepik 

Thank you!

Is there anything I can 
clarify?

https://bit.ly/3A1uf1Q
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

